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FIRM OVERVIEW
We are FlowRide Concepts: a professional collaboration of designers, builders, creatives, entrepreneurs, and 
above all, guys with a passion for riding. We founded the company here in Colorado, drawn together by our 
common mission––to create top-flite progressive and sustainable riding destinations. 

Trails we’ve ridden across the continent and builds we’ve done coast to coast have gained us an expert knowledge 
of current trail development standards plus a real feel for what today’s rider demands. Our experience planning & 
designing a great rider experience leads us to build upon each terrain’s unique assets, crafting every trail’s lines 
and features to allow for rider progression at each skill level. 

Early on we establish our expectations for safe work practices and for the professionalism of the crews we direct 
and work alongside. Our experience tells us that the hands-on, wheels-on expertise of every team member will 
be key to all successful builds. We’re proud of the excellent safety record compiled by the parks and trails we 
design and build, with no serious accidents or liability claims resulting from our many years of building together 
as a team. In the end, our work will stand as our witness: to the high standards we achieve in design and rider 
experience as well as our top-notch finished product. 

Shea Ferrell - Founder/President/Operator  (Point of Contact)
Shea Ferrell’s passion for mountain biking merged with his career track ten years ago during his tenure as a 
senior designer with a leading landscape architecture and land-planning firm, DHM Design in Denver, Colorado. 
There he advocated his vision for incorporating mountain bike parks and trails into resort master planning, and 
was named project lead for the plans/design phase of the six-acre Frisco Bike Park.  After collaborating with DHM 
and the Town of Frisco to win a $200,000 GoCO matching grant for its construction, he co-founded Flowline Trail 
Design and led his crew in building its green, blue, and black slopestyle trails, a dual slalom course, its pump 
track and beginner/intermediate/advanced lines at its elite dirt jump park. The success of this, one of Colorado’s 
first full-scale municipal bike park, launched Flowline’s, and now FlowRide Concepts’ continuing collaboration 
with the International Mountain Bike Association. His firm’s designation as a preferred builder for IMBA’s Trail 
Solutions division has led Ferrell and his team on builds across the U.S. from Coldwater Mountain, AL to Spirit 
Mountain in Duluth, MN to Steamboat Springs, CO to Flagstaff, AZ––and recently, halfway around the world to 
Beijing, where Shea teamed to build the first mountain bike park in China. Consulting for IMBA, he has assessed 
and designed mtb parks and trails in Flagstaff, Louisville, Carbondale, CO and Marin and Orange County, CA. 
Ferrell brings a unique approach and skill set that follows through from design and construction into graphics, 
signage, branding and social media/marketing to move bike parks from initial vision into reality.

Casey Ferrell - Founder/Partner/Operator
Cody Barger - Partner/Operator/Shaper
Cody Landers - Partner/Operator/Shaper

key personnel 



Marin County, California has long been considered the birthplace of mountain biking ever since a group of daring 
riders starting bombing their modified road bikes down fire roads in the hills north of San Francisco. Although the 
skills and bike technology have progressed dramatically over the years, area trails and facilities haven’t always 
followed suit. Thanks to a dedicated riding community and years of planning, public meetings and fundraising, a 
progression-oriented bike park is finally coming to fruition. FlowRide Concepts has been fortunate enough to help 
lead the charge in the construction of this facility. Since being recruited by IMBA Trail Solutions as the experts in 
jump and skills feature construction, our team spent the summer of 2015 building out Phase 1 for the Stafford Lake 
Bike Park. Facing challenging site conditions and consistent coastal winds, we designed and crafted an action-packed 
dual slalom race course and extensive progression jump zone. We built and tested these features to cater to bikers 
of all abilities and upon the park’s grand opening in late August 2015, the riders have come in droves.

PROJECT DATA

•  Designed/built beginner-advanced progression jump zone
•  Designed/built dual slalom race course
•  Trained & collaborated w/Marin County staff
•  Minimized risk of rider error w/ extensive design proofing
•  Achieved sustainability by designing for flow & erosion control
•  Shaped speed, tabletop spans & lips via test protocols

STAFFORD LAKE BIKE PARK - MARIN COUNTY, CA        MAY-July 2015



Our founders envisioned this mountain bike mecca rising on the site of a beetle-kill clear-cut slope. They conceived 
it, site-planned and designed it, proposed it to Frisco officials, advocated for it in public meetings alongside town 
planners, and collaborated to secure a $200,000 GoCO grant (+ an equal $ match from the town) to fund its 
design and construction. Then founders of the crew that became FlowRide built it, working for the town of Frisco, 
coordinating with Public Works, negotiating fill from nearby earthmovers. Our excavator operators sculpted an 
environmentally sensitive site to control erosion and shape this progressive, sustainable park into a magnet for 
Summit County riders. Its variety of features place it in the ranks of the premier bike parks in the country.

PROJECT DATA

•  Master-planned 8 acres of trails/pump track/jump zone
•  Fabricated wood features on green/blue/black trails
•  Designed/built pump track for novice through advanced riders
•  Coordinated build w/ Public Works & adjacent site earthmovers
•  Sculpted progressive lines to control erosion on sensitive site
•  Created dual slalom race track
•  Designed/coordinated rules & safety signage
•  Crafted dirt jump zone w/ beginner thru expert lines 
    *work performed under Frisco Public Works Department

Frisco Bike Park - frisco, co            2010-2011 



When FlowRide got the call from IMBA Trail Solutions and the BLM seeking our unique vision to execute a flowy, yet 
naturalized trail in the Alsea Falls Recreation Area in Oregon, we were excited to take on the challenge. Following 
the design guidelines calling for the character of trail to be rough, rocky and rooty, we expertly excavated the trail, 
leaving existing root systems intact and imported rock where it was needed to enhance the technical aspects of the 
trail. We guided the local mountain bike club volunteers in trail finishing techniques and strategic rock placement 
and even instructed the eager crew on the proper technique for building jump features. For over a mile and a half 
our crew carefully routed and sculpted sections of trail to optimize the alignments through old growth forest and 
accentuated the handful of technical sections that the trail navigated. In the end the locals were stoked to ride a 
unique hybrid design blending elements of rough & rowdy singletrack enduro trail and the smooth sculpted turns of 
downhill flow trails. 

PROJECT DATA

•  Machine-built, hand-finished 1.5 mile downhill flow trail
•  Crafted natural features, rollers, jumps and berms
•  Constructed site-sensitive trail through old growth forest 
•  Rock-armored features and drainages for sustainability
•  Completed 2015

WHISTLE PUNK TRAIL - ALSEA FALLS REC. AREA, OR      MAY-July 2015
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With part of our FlowRide crew hailing from the Midwest, we’re excited at the region’s newfound enthusiasm for 
the gravity biking scene we’ve been importing from Colorado.  We rolled into Duluth in 2013 to help Spirit Mountain 
introduce our passion for flow to their majority hardtail and cross-country crowd. Our first trail was constructed to 
cater to cyclist opposites: those who catch a lift up to the top, and those who prefer climbing a bike up to their 
descent. We built our green flow trail for both––to be a fun, fast, and friendly downhill green flow trail on weekends…
and a leg-burning cross-country climb for riders to earn their turns on the return descent.  With “Happy Camper” 
quickly and safely showing green riders the ropes, 2014 saw us back at Spirit Mountain pushing our creative limits as 
builders along with the skills of their riders. We added blue/black freeride trails, wood ladder bridge/drops and gap 
jump options to Spirit Mountain’s freeride and expert jump-trail offerings. Surviving two weeks of building Wildcat 
and Boss Hog in near swamp-like conditions at the top of the hill, we were ready to undertake the “Progression 
Zone” at the base of Spirit Mountain.  It’s designed to test and develop riders’ skills, previewing jumps, terrain and 
features encountered while riding lift-access trails up top: beginner rollers/berms, wood ladder bridges/drops, and 
progressive jumps, all offered with a fun factor high enough to keep riders swinging by for more.

PROJECT DATA

•  Designed/built green flow trail, blue & black freeride jump trails                                                                                                                                           
•  Created Progression Zone skill-building area
•  Fabricated slopestyle ladder bridge/drops onsite
•  Controlled drainage w/ rock armoring & bridged crossings
•  Innovated green bi-directional flow/xc climbing trail
•  Laid rockwork trails & erosion-mitigation causeways 

spirit mountain bike park - duluth, mn            2013-2014



The FlowRide crew wasn’t sure what to expect when we were called to the deep south to build a trail in Anniston, 
AL with IMBA Trail Solutions. When we arrived we were pleasantly surprised to be greeted by lush, rolling hills with 
dense forest and rich clay. The trail we were tasked with was a 2 mile machine-built, green flow trail. With a local 
rider contingent ranging from true beginner to seasoned mountain bike veterans, and the promise of plenty of riders 
visiting from surrounding regions with varying abilities, it was clear we would have to build a unique trail. Our goal 
was to satisfy the whole range of riders; introduce the beginners to a fun, friendly and forgiving trail experience 
while still building in the potential for intermediate/advanced riders to cut loose and get playful with the rollers, 
berms, tabletop jumps, and advanced option lines. The end result is a feature-filled, contour-coasting flow trail 
appropriately named ‘Hare’ (a la ‘Tortoise and the Hare’) because the layout allows you to carelessly zig, zag, pump 
and hop through the forest as you race down the trail. 

PROJECT DATA

•  Machine-built, hand-finished 2 mile green flow trail 
•  Shaped and tested berms, rollers and tabletop jumps
•  Created option lines for skills progression
•  Completed 2013

Coldwater mountain flow trail - anniston, al      june-july 2013



The lofty aspirations we master-planned into Coconino County’s ambitious bike park/ trail system turned into reality 
with FlowRide’s selection to build out the first phase in the fall of 2014, funded by a $33,000 IMBA/Bell Built Grant. 
The inspiration of the towering, widely-spaced pines of the Fort Tuthill site elevated our designs to even greater 
heights. We sculpted ribbons of elevated flow trail to wind among the ponderosa from green “rainbow rollers” to 
massive 20 foot black-level jumps. Facing the reality of the last days of the construction season, our machines had to 
lay down fill along our trail alignments efficiently, contend with the sensitivity of extensive root systems, yet minimize 
maintenance by achieving high compaction levels (ours reached 93%) to make these features truly sustainable. 
We worked like mad scientists, stitching together elements of flow trails, downhill, and bmx jumps. Now its three 
progressive flow/jump trails stand ready to prepare mtb & bmx riders at all levels for the rhythmic rollers, big berms 
and lofty lips and landings that its future full-scale dirt jump facility will feature. And we once all laid tire to trail 
(cross-country riders plus our crew’s expert dirt jumpers,) the feedback was unanimous: these phase-one trails are 
the perfect playground. It’s our hope to return soon to finish the full-scale bike attraction for Flagstaff that lives up 
to the beauty of its setting.

PROJECT DATA

•  Master-planned full-scale 8-acre park/trail system
•  Selected to launch construction of Phase One trails
•  Designed/built dynamic green, blue & black flow/jump trails
•  Constructed elevated tread atop eco-sensitive site
•  Proofed design of features w/ test ride protocol
•  Achieved erosion control via alignment & grading
•  Assured sustainability w/ 93% compaction level 
•  Imported 2,500 cu. yds. fill

FORT TUTHILL BIKE Park - Flagstaff, Az              oct-nov 2014



Famous for “champagne” powder and world-class ski terrain, Steamboat Springs is stretching its reputation for 
recreation into the summers. Surrounded by the lift-access trails at Steamboat Resort and a far-flung network of 
volunteer-built single-track and xc trails, this area was missing just one thing––a full-bore professionally-built dirt 
jump park. After winning a $33,000 IMBA/Bell Built Grant, the Routt County Riders volunteer crew, the city of 
Steamboat Springs, and IMBA’s Trail Solutions called in FlowRide Concepts, and we happily took on the challenge to 
get our mountain neighbors airborne. On a foundation of RCR volunteers’ initial earthwork, building with donated 
stocks of clay, we tuned the grade and built up a start zone. Then with only a handful of days budgeted, we shaped 
out three progressive jump lines from beginner through advanced levels. Our crew focused on production while a 
corps of volunteers from RCR and local bike shops followed up, learning the skills of tuning and maintaining the riding 
surfaces. The goal was an adrenaline-filled high-Rockies experience that factored out all the rider error possible. Our 
experts sent every jump, cleared every tabletop, and soared every gap, stretching, shrinking, re-shaping lips and 
dialing in the park. Finally came the payoff––our crew and volunteers hauled out bikes for an impromptu jump-jam. 
Local riders of every level experienced the thrill Steamboat’s newest summer attraction. 

PROJECT DATA

•  Designed/built progressive dirt jumps, beginner—advanced
•  Trained & collaborated w/ volunteer build crew 
•  Shaped speed, gaps, tabletop spans & lips w/ test run protocols
•  Applied sustainable designs for flow & erosion mitigation
•  Proofed jump layout w/ expert crew mtb & bmx riders

bear river bike park - Steamboat springs, co       SEPT-OCT 2013



FlowRide connected with this grassroots Minneapolis effort early in its journey with an invite to a sizeable 4-cross, 
slalom track these local riders were constructing on a negotiated piece of city land. Their tireless campaigner, 
coordinator, and volunteer leader and laborer, Chance Glasford, sought our input, and said plans for the park’s future 
might require professional involvement. Later, we were pleased to hear they were awarded a $33,000 IMBA/Bell 
Built Grant, and in 2014 we were honored to receive their request to design and construct their dirt jump facility. 

The project’s scale and compressed timeline––due to limited resources––posed an intimidating challenge, and it was 
daunting to hinge the success of our professional build on the promise of volunteer labor. We took it as a positive 
sign, though, that the group’s motivation had carried their bike park dream this far. Right on que, Minnesota Off 
Road Cyclists (MORC) stepped forward with more donated equipment and dirt. The reward for all these groups’ work 
and dedication is a truly unique set of jumps, some of the biggest we have built to date, plus our hands-on crash 
course in trail construction/maintenance working side by side.

PROJECT DATA

•  Designed/built progressive beginner-advanced dirt jump zone
•  Trained & collaborated w/ large volunteer crew of  workers
•  Minimized risk of rider error w/ extensive design proofing
•  Achieved sustainability by designing for flow & erosion control
•  Shaped speed, gaps, tabletop spans & lips w/ test protocols
•  Managed site grading to assure overall drainage
•  Tested jump geometry for both bmx & mtb riders

cottage grove BIKE Park - St. Paul, mn             AUG-SEpT 2014



When the founding members of FlowRide caught wind of the opportunity to help realize COMBA’s vision for building 
one of the first bike parks on the Front Range, we eagerly volunteered our services to pitch in on the efforts. From 
the beginning of construction we were there to help coordinate material staging, volunteer labor, and optimize 
the alignment of the primary flow/jump trail. As we transformed the rough-cut trail into a polished jump line, we 
encouraged and educated the local volunteers on how to place, shape and groom the dirt to help ensure they felt a 
sense of pride and ownership of the park. This also ensured that the locals would learn the skills necessary to help 
maintain the trails in the future. As a team we invested well over 700 hours of our labor, design and management 
skills in order to ensure that the full potential of the park’s layout was realized. 

PROJECT DATA

•  Designed/built progressive jump & flow trail
•  Beginner to Advanced pump track
•  Skills trails w/ technical features 
•  2500 cu. yds. imported fill
•  Pro-bono collaboration w/ IMBA & COMBA & volunteers
•  Phase 1 Completed 2010

Golden bike park - golden, co               2009-2010



PROJECT DATA

•  Designed/built base area pump track 
•  Trained local crew in pump track maintenance
•  Test-run protocols to shape run-in, tabletop spans & lip shape
•  500 cu. yds. imported fill
•  Completed 2009

durango mountain resort pump track - Durango, CO      JULY 2009

PROJECT DATA

•  Teamed with IMBA Trail Solutions for bike park design/build
•  Manager/trainer local crew in feature shaping
•  Flow & jump trails beginner through advanced
•  Technical skills trails and pump track
•  Manager of prefabricated feature installation
•  Excavated & raised tread singletrack trail
•  Completed 2014

langfang bike park - beijing, china                    April 2014
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